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Foundation Principles 
Permanence Principles 

 
Series: Education In Love 
Group: Understanding God's Loving Laws 
Theme: Permanence Principles 
Presenter(s): Jesus 
Description: Jesus briefly summarizes God's Principles of Permanence that 

govern the operation of God's Laws, gives examples of the way 
these principles are built into God's Laws, and answers 
audience questions about the principles 

 
 

Permanence Principles 

Summary 
 

Permanence principles mean that all creation can rely on permanent 
law by ensuring: 

Laws are unchangeable, consistent, permanent, and self-enforcing 
Laws are structured, verifiable and mathematical 
Laws are measurable, quantifiable and observable 
Creation has safety and predictability in the universe 

Definition 
(What the  
principles are) 

The law shall be unchangeable, consistent and permanent 
The law shall be structured, verifiable and mathematical 
The law's results shall be measurable, quantifiable and observable 

Objectives 
(Why the principles 
are applied to law) 

To promote faith & trust in the Creator, Love, Truth, the environment & life 
To create stability and predictability in God's Universe 
To promote discovery, experimentation, education & learning 
To prevent negotiation, manipulation, and intentional misuse of the law 
To allow intelligent creatures to consistently and reliably create 
To enable discovery of individual truths via a large variety of fields of enquiry 

Application 
(The creation and  
laws affected) 

Every law 
All matter living and non-living 

Reveals 
(What the principles 
reveal about God) 

God's Love & Truth is consistent and permanent, verifiable & unchangeable 
God feels that Love must be consistent and permanent 
God desires humans to discover truth through their desires 
God is fixed and unmovable, unable to be manipulated, lied to or fooled 
God feels the same for all creations of the same type 
God wants to be trusted 

Examples 
(The principles' 
applications in law) 

Gravity 
Gravity is consistent for the environment which allows for my security and 
safety in taking actions with predictability. 

Aerodynamics 
The higher law, once known and understood, can be reliably, consistently, 
mathematically, safely and securely engaged. 
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Permanence Principles (cont'd) 

Examples 
(The principles' 
applications in law) 

Fibonacci numbers in nature 
As an artist (proportion, people, placement of objects, etc) 
As a scientist (rotation of leaf placement photosynthesis efficiency etc) 
As a cosmologist (design of galaxies, efficient distribution of energy) 
As a marine biologist (efficient design and strength of living space - shells) 
As a botanist (design of plants etc) 

Cause and effect 
Every effect of the same kind has the same cause. 

Human soul 
Changes in my soul are measurable and repeatable. 

Conclusion 
 

Permanence principles: 
Ensure all laws are unchangeable, consistent, permanent, and self-
enforcing and that creations can rely upon this fact. Permanence principles 
ensure that all creations of the same type function in the same manner so 
that function is certain. 

Humans frequently justify & minimize desires, attitudes, emotions, 
thoughts and actions that oppose permanence principles including:  

suggesting that love varies itself under different circumstances 
believing all law is a "process of negotiation" 
believing I can manipulate the law 
feeling if no one is watching then laws are not enforced 
feeling that I have a "special case or circumstance" to avoid law 
believing that only actions can be governed 
believing that superiority absolves me of certain law 
believing that circumstances dictate whether to obey law 
believing that financial considerations allow for disobedience 
believing freedom means being able to ignore or break law 
resisting growing faith based upon previous experience 
suggesting that there is no such thing as absolute truth, etc 

 

 

e.g. Fields of Enquiry Diagram 
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Permanence Comparison 

God's Concept Human Concept 

God never varies the operation of Love under any 
circumstance 

Humans suggests that love varies itself under 
different circumstances 

God's Laws cannot be negotiated with and are always 
consistently enforced 

Humans believe all law is a "process of 
negotiation" with the law enforcer 

God's Laws cannot be manipulated or appealed to Humans believe they can manipulate the law 
enforcer 

God's Laws are self-enforcing and always observe the 
attitudes, feelings & actions 

Humans feel if no one is watching, then laws 
are not enforced 

God's Laws always operate and the effect is 
guaranteed in all circumstance 

Humans feel that they have a "special case or 
circumstance" to avoid law 

God's Laws operate upon the attitude & feeling and 
action of the individual 

Humans believe that only actions should be 
governed 

God's Laws operate without partiality, and absolve 
no-one 

Humans believe that superiority absolves them 
of certain law 

God's Laws require obedience in all circumstances Humans believe that circumstances dictate 
whether to obey law 

God's Laws do not consider financial circumstances 
at all 

Humans believe that financial considerations 
allow for disobedience 

God's Laws cannot be ignored and state that true 
freedom for all requires living in harmony with the 
laws of Love 

Humans believe freedom means being able to 
ignore or break law 

 

Permanence Principles Q&A 
Use the morning as an opportunity to formulate my questions 

Examine the "Permanence Principles" outline 
Think & feel about what I would like to ask 
 

I want my questions to be to the point, succinct and direct 
Stop telling stories, raise the issues directly 
Stop parroting what I think, rather than asking Jesus what I want to know 
Use the microphone properly 
 

Questions About 
Permanence principles 

What the principles are 
Why the principles are applied to law 
The creation and laws affected by the principles 
What the principles reveal about God 
Examples of the principles' applications in law 
Permanence comparison between God and humans 
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Questions Answered 
00:09:40  Fab Tolli 

This principle applies to every one of God's Creations. Can you please give examples 
with things that can't be seen like frequencies and sound waves? 

00:15:44  Wayne Shaw 
Can the law's results be measured, quantified, and observed with our current 
knowledge of maths? 

00:21:04  Laura Tolli 
So how can a spirit or person tell that we have released an emotion? 

00:25:10  Phoebe Bruce 
If God feels love is permanent, is it possible for a human to love someone or thing and 
stop, or does that mean they never loved them in the first place? 

00:27:00  Phoebe Bruce 
Is it possible for human to love something then stop? 

00:28:36  Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins 
If "God desires humans to discover truth through their desires", how does this relate 
to consistency? 

00:29:44  Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins 
So the law is permanent but my desire is the thing that comes and goes? 

00:30:49  Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins 
So does a strong more consistent desire cause us to live in more harmony with 
Permanence? 

00:31:22  Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins 
Could you please explain more about will (current soul state) and desire (aspired to 
future state) and how that effects future events? 

00:32:24  Kerry Foley 
Does every effect of the same kind have the exact same cause, the same unloving 
action and/or suppressed emotion in every single person? 

00:35:31  Kerry Foley 
So with the example of different shoulder injuries, do they all have different causes? 

00:36:04  Luli Faber 
How do Permanence Principles fit with the fact that new laws are being created all the 
time? 

00:39:23  Sandra Tuszynska 
What is true obedience and is it possible to obey God's Laws without having received 
God's Love? Can we obey without understanding in our soul? 

00:42:05  Sandra Tuszynska 
So did God know that humans would create the mobile phone? 

00:43:57  Sandra Tuszynska 
So we are often not aware that we are obeying laws even when we are? 

00:45:04  Patricia Sanders 
How do the Permanence Principles apply to our souls since obviously our soul does 
change? 
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00:47:49  Paige Willoughby 
Regarding "God's Laws are self-enforcing and always observe the attitudes, feelings 
and actions" could you explain how God "observes", what that means for us, and how 
that relates to the Permanence Principle? 

00:53:44  Paige Willoughby 
Is the Permanent Principle the reason why God can measure everything? 

00:55:14  Nicky Primetica 
If we can feel and have faith that the Permanence Principle is within all of God's Laws, 
does that help us make the shift from self reliance to God reliance? 

00:58:55  Pierre Joseph 
Development states that law can evolve while Permanence states laws are 
unchangeable and permanent. Can you please clarify? 

01:00:28  Pierre Joseph 
Are all Laws measurable, quantifiable and observable by humans in our current 
condition? 

01:02:33  Monique De Martin 
How can Permanence Principles help me develop a relationship with God? 
 

10 Minute Break 
 


